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Abstract—The codelet model is a fine-grain dataflow-inspired
program execution model that balances the parallelism and
overhead of the runtime system. It plays an important role
in terms of performance, scalability, and energy efficiency in
exascale studies such as the DARPA UHPC project and the DOE
X-Stack project.
As an important application, the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) has been deeply studied in fine-grain models, including
the codelet model. However, the existing work focuses on how
fine-grain models achieve more balanced workload comparing
to traditional coarse-grain models. In this paper, we make an
important observation that the flexibility of execution order
of tasks in fine-grain models improves utilization of memory
bandwidth as well. We use the codelet model and the FFT
application as a case study to show that a proper execution order
of tasks (or codelets) can significantly reduce memory contention
and thus improve performance. We propose an algorithm that
provides a heuristic guidance of the execution order of the
codelets to reduce memory contention.
We implemented our algorithm on the IBM Cyclops-64 architecture. Experimental results show that our algorithm improves
up to 46% performance compared to a state-of-the-art coarsegrain implementation of the FFT application on Cyclops-64.
Keywords—FFT; fine grain; execution model; memory bandwidth.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Chip multiprocessors (CMPs) have rekindled a strong interest for efficient parallelization of well-known algorithms. With
CMP systems, the infamous “memory wall” [33], [41], [48]
has been on the mind of high-performance programmers more
than ever. An impressive literature has emerged since 2005.
Papers describe how to better characterize shared-memory
multiprocessing on symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) and/or
CMP systems [2], [29], [31]; how to parallelize specifically for
one or more CMP sharing the same memory (SMP/CMP), [9],
[38]; etc. Moreover, the current architectural features (out-ofcore execution, hardware prefetchers, branch predictors, etc.)
contrast a lot with current so-called many-core processors
which feature much simpler core architectures.
Indeed, numerous so-called general purpose “many-core
chips” have been announced or are already available on
the market [1], [6], [14], [17], [37], [40], [43]. All these
architectures, while different on many levels, also feature one
important characteristic: the amount of (local) memory per
core is drastically lower than on current mainstream CMP

systems.
The conventional wisdom for parallelizing algorithms for
shared-memory SMP/CMP systems is to use coarse-grain
synchronization in the form of barriers. This works reasonably
well on a system with a low core count, but becomes cumbersome as the number of cores on a chip increases [24], [36].
This is in part due to the competition for shared resources that
is becoming fiercer between cores as their number increases.
Hence many-core chips require a different approach to highperformance computing, as not only is memory scarce on a
per-core basis, but it also means that the conventional coarsegrain approach to synchronizing tasks is showing its limits.
A very important piece of software in signal processing is
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Many very clever algorithms
and implementations have been proposed over the years (see
Section VI). However, most of these parallelization schemes
still rely on coarse-grain synchronization between threads.
There are a few FFT studies based on fine-grain execution
models. Those works focus on how fine-grain models achieve
more balanced workload comparing to the coarse-grain approaches.
We intend to demonstrate that, besides achieving more
balanced workload, fine-grain execution models also improve
the utilization of memory bandwidth comparing to the coarsegrain execution models. A fine-grain execution model allows
more freedom to reorder the execution of tasks. Since each task
may have different workload on the memory bandwidth, the
freedom of reordering enables the system to better balance the
memory bandwidth usage required by the running application.
To address our point, we use FFT as a case study on the
IBM Cyclops-64 (C64) many-core architecture to show the
advantage of the fine-grain execution model. This paper makes
three main contributions:
1)

2)

The design of a fine-grain FFT algorithm with a
heuristic guidance of the execution order of the
codelets to reduce memory contention for general
purpose many-core architectures. It is implemented
on the IBM Cyclops-64 many-core architecture.
Using the codelet execution model [49] as a basis,
we performed extensive experimentations to study
the behavior of FFT depending on the granularity
of synchronization. Three versions are compared:
coarse-grain (using barriers), fine-grain (using pointto-point synchronization), and guided fine-grain (fine-

Fig. 1: Access rates of the 4 off-chip memory banks in the coarsegrain FFT algorithm. Bank 0 is accessed three times more than the
other banks, causing contention.

3)

grain with the heuristic guidance). We show that our
algorithm improves up to 46% performance comparing to a state-of-the-art implementation on the same
system.
We compare our fine-grain approach to an alternative
solution that reduces memory contention via randomizing memory addresses. We show that the fine-grain
approach outperforms the address randomization approach when the input data size is large enough.
Moreover, the performance gap will enlarge along
with the increment of the input data size.

This paper proposes the following structure: Section II
gives a motivating example which illustrates the reasons behind
the proposed research; Section III provides the necessary
background to understand the proposed FFT study; Section IV
describes the followed methodology; Section V describes the
obtained experimental results; Section VI examines the related
work for FFT parallelization; finally, Section VII gives our
conclusions for this study.
II.

M OTIVATING E XAMPLE

The coarse-grain computation of FFT on C64 is a multistage algorithm. In each stage, the cores execute many parallel
tasks to apply butterfly computations on the intermediate data.
At the end of each stage, all the cores wait for a barrier. Each
task loads some data and twiddle factors1 , computes, and stores
computed data in place. This algorithm has shown good onchip performance in Chen et al.’s work [11].
However, this technique does not work well in the case that
the data and twiddle factors are stored in the off-chip memory.
We found that the problem is caused by the unbalanced
memory accesses to the off-chip memory banks.
The interconnection network on a C64 chip has four
ports connecting four off-chip memory banks, respectively.
In the coarse-grain FFT algorithm, we found that only the
memory accesses in the last few stages are equally distributed
to the four memory banks. The C64 hardware interleaves
data across the four memory banks in a round-robin fashion,
switching banks every 64 bytes (or 4 double precision complex
elements). In early stages of the FFT computation, the twiddle
factor array is accessed with a stride of a multiple of 4 elements

Fig. 2: Access rates of the 4 off-chip memory banks in the fine-grain
FFT algorithm. Compared to Fig. 1, traffic is much more balanced
across the memory banks as the computation reaches the second half
of the program execution. This leads to lower contention.

as well. This in turn creates contention on bank 0 for those
early stages as the same bank holds the required elements.
Fig. 1 shows access rates (number of memory accesses per
3 × 106 cycles) of the 4 memory banks. We can see that bank
0 has much higher access rate than the other three memory
banks in the first 2/3 of the execution time. In the last 1/3 of
the execution time, the access rates of the four memory banks
are more balanced because the stride of the accessed addresses
in the last few stages is less than 64.
In fine-grain execution models, an interesting finding is that
a task in a later stage may be executed prior to a task in an
early stage. Therefore, it is possible to reorder the execution of
the tasks to get more balanced accesses to the memory banks.
For example, the tasks in early stages have heavy memory
contention on bank 0. If one moves some of these tasks to the
end of the computation, the access rate may be reduced on
bank 0. On the other hand, bank 1,2 and 3 have light access
rates in early stages. So we may execute some tasks of last
few stages earlier since they have more accesses on bank 1,2
and 3. Fig. 2 shows the access rates of the off-chip memory
banks in our designed fine-grain FFT algorithm. We can see
that the access rate of bank 0 is decreasing and those of the
other 3 banks are increasing starting around the middle of the
program execution.
An alternative solution to balance the memory access workload is to randomize the memory addresses of the elements in
the twiddle factor array. However, the software randomizing
apporach may introduce extra overhead. On the other hand, the
hardware randomizing approach such as the memory address
hashing feature on Cray XMT [10] may reduce the generality
of the architecure because it is hard to exploit locality for
regular applications.
III.

BACKGROUND

This section introduces the Cyclops-64 architecture, which
is used as the testbed in our study, the existing study of the
FFT algorithm on the architecture, and a fine-grain dataflowinspired execution model (called the codelet model) as the
basis of our fine-grain algorithm design.
A. The Cyclops-64 Architecture

1 In

the FFT algorithm, twiddle factors are pre-computed constant trigonometric coefficients that are multiplied by the data in the course of the
algorithm.

Fig. 3 shows a block-diagram of a C64 node. Each node is
a 160-core processor, clocked at 500 MHz. Each pair of cores

Fig. 3: The Cyclops-64 node block-diagram. Note that although scratchpads (SP) are logically separate from SRAM,
in practice they are physically part of the same 30 kB bank.

(called thread units, or TUs) share a floating-point unit, able
to issue one fused multiply-add instruction (FMA) per cycle.
Hence a single C64 chip yields a theoretical 80 GFLOPS peak
performance. Each TU features a very simple in-order RISC
architecture, and a register file composed of 64 64-bit registers.
One TU normally runs one thread since it does not support
context switching. A C64 chip features about 5 MB of onchip memory, divided in 160 memory banks of 30 kB each. By
default, these banks are equally divided into SRAM (accessible
to all TUs) and scratchpad (local to a single TU)2 . All TUs
access the on-chip memory through a 96-port crossbar switch.
The bandwidth to access SRAM (which totals around 2.5 MB)
is 320 GB/s (640 GB/s in the case of scratchpad memory
access). Each C64 board is equipped with 1 GB off-chip
DRAM memory. Off-chip accesses to DRAM are significantly
slower (16 GB/s). This is due to the fact that off-chip memory
is only accessible through four banks: if one is not careful how
DRAM is accessed, distributing data evenly on all four banks,
then an imbalance can occur, saturating some ports and not
some other. Load imbalance on DRAM ports for C64 is the
reason behind the present work: balancing requests to access
DRAM probably means reducing the biggest bottleneck during
an application’s life on C64.
B. Implementation of FFT on Cyclops-64
Chen et al. [11] have demonstrated how to implement 1D
and 2D FFT on C64. They started from the classical CooleyTukey algorithm in an iterative fashion. They ensured that all
threads were computing with the correct values by using the
hardware barrier provided by C64 at various stages of the
computation. Using only SRAM and the register file of each
C64’s thread unit, they then proceeded to expand the initial 2point butterfly into an 8-point butterfly, as shown in Fig. 4. In
the figure, the first step is called “bit reversal permutation”
which changes the permutation of the initial input data in
order to guarantee correct permutation of the final output
data. This step is applied once and only once in the whole
FFT computation. After that, the computation is partitioned
into many small parallel tasks (called “work units” in [11]).
2 In practice, the amount of shared SRAM vs scratchpad memory can be
configured at boot-time.

Fig. 4: An 8-point butterfly, as described by Chen et al. [11].

Each work unit takes 8 data points as input, applies the 3stage butterfly computation as shown in Fig. 4, and then store
the result into memory (SRAM). The 8-point FFT algorithm
brought several benefits which in turn improved performance:
1)
2)
3)

The ratio between the amount of floating-point operations and data movement increased, thus keeping
TUs busy doing useful work for a longer time.
By fetching 8 points of data instead of 2, there
are fewer stages required to perform the FFT, thus
requiring to use fewer barriers for synchronization.
Further observations of the behavior of FFT on C64
showed that for several stages of the computation,
the same twiddle factors were used by all butterflies,
doubling the number of different twiddle factors for
each new computation stage. They exploited this fact
to show how to save registers and use a 16-point
butterfly as a single work unit.

Chen et al. assumed that all the data are stored in the onchip memory. With this assumption, they figured out that an
8-point butterfly is the best work unit size because a larger
size would require more registers than C64 provided. However,
a large FFT problem may need to store data in the off-chip
memory due to the limited on-chip memory space. In such a
circumstance, we found that 64-point FFT performs better than
the 8-point FFT because it reduces the total amount of off-chip
memory accesses. The details are explained in Section IV .
C. The Codelet Model
The threading model followed by this study is inspired
by the codelet program execution model (codelet PXM) [49].
While it does not exactly stick to the base model, the unit of
computation (the codelet) is the same.
1) The Codelet Abstract Machine: Codelets are based on
an abstract machine (AMM), which exposes a hierarchical,
heterogenous topology. As Fig. 5 shows, the codelet AMM is
made out of compute nodes linked by some interconnect. Each
node is made out of at least one many-core chip. Each chip
is composed of clusters of cores. Each cluster is composed
of a few computation units (CUs), which are dedicated to
the execution of codelets (and which can hold at least one

Algorithm 1: The pseudo code of the coarse-grain
64-point FFT algorithm
input : Array D with input data
Array W with pre-computed twiddle factors
output: Array D with final results
PSEUDO CODE:
Bit_reversal(D) in parallel;
N ←D.length;
last stage ←dlog2 N/6e − 1;
for stage = 0 to last stage do
if stage 6= last stage then
for t id = 0 to N/64 - 1 in parallel do
FFT_64p_kernel(D,W,stage,t id);
Fig. 5: The codelet abstract machine model. Computation units
execute one of the ready codelets held in one of their codelet contexts.
Synchronization units handle codelet scheduling at the cluster level.
There is a memory module at each level of the hierarchy, shared by
all components belonging to the same level.

codelet context, but can potentially hold more), and at least one
synchronization unit (SU) which schedules codelets, handles
interrupts, as well as off-cluster requests. At each level of the
hierarchy, there is some memory available–e.g. each CU has
some local memory available, each cluster has some “cluster
memory” available to all CUs/SUs belonging to it, each chip
has some memory accessible by all clusters, etc.
2) Definition and Operational Semantics of Codelets: The
codelet PXM is a hybrid Von Neumann/dataflow based model
[15]. A codelet is a sequence of non-preemptive machine
instructions: they run until completion. It is associated with a
synchronization slot which is updated to reflect the availability
of data and/or resources required by a given codelet to start
executing.
The operational semantics of codelets (also called firing
rules) mainly follow dataflow semantics: they are enabled
when all the data they require to run have been produced.
However, codelets go one step further and also use resource
availability as tokens: a codelet is ready when both its data and
resource tokens are available to it. Then and only then can a
codelet fire (i.e. start executing).
3) Codelet Graphs: Codelets are grouped into graphs,
very much like dataflow graphs: the codelet graphs (CDGs).
Codelet graphs are akin to data flow schemas [15]: if a codelet
graph is well-behaved (i.e. there is no “structural” deadlock
such as forming a cycle between regular codelets), then the
computation will be determinate, i.e. for a given set of inputs
fed to the CDG, the resulting outputs will always be the same;
however the order in which the different intermediate steps
are executed to reach the result may vary from execution to
execution, depending on events occurring at run-time.
While in general CDGs are not necessarily completely
statically defined, a property of the codelet model is to produce
CDGs which feature at least some codelets and their dependencies statically. Other subgraphs can be spawned dynamically
by active codelets if necessary. Our fine-grain FFT algorithms
implicitly construct the CDG at the beginning of the execution
once the input data size is known.

else
for t id = 0 to N/64 - 1 in parallel do
FFT_last_stage_kernel(D,W,stage,t id);
barrier;

IV.

M ETHODOLOGY

This section presents the methodology and various associated techniques which are the basis of our research. Section
IV-A present the 64-point butterfly used to compute FFTs,
using coarse-grain, fine-grain, and guided fine-grain methodologies; Section IV-B explains how we managed to ensure
the randomization of off-chip memory addresses for balanced
accesses to the off-chip memory banks. Each section describes
pros and cons for these techniques.
A. Computing 64-Point FFTs
1) Coarse-Grain Algorithm: The 64-point FFT coarsegrain algorithm is a simple extension of Chen et al.’s 8-point
FFT algorithm that is introduced in Section III-B.
The pseudo code of the 64-point FFT algorithm is shown
in Alg. 1. At the beginning, the parallel bit-reversal process
rearranges the position of the data to guarantee the correctness
of the final result as done in the other Cooley-Tukey based
FFT algorithms such as [11]. After that, the computation is
partitioned into dlog2 N/6e stages, where N is the length of
the input data array3 . In each stage, there are N/64 tasks. Each
task is a 64-point FFT kernel that loads 64 data points and 63
twiddle factors, applies butterfly computation on 6 levels, and
stores 64 computed data in place. At the end of each stage, all
the threads need to wait for a barrier. Tasks in the last stage
may apply less than 6 levels of butterfly computation because
log2 N may not be a multiple of 6. In such a case, tasks in
the last stage only applies log2 N mod 6 levels of butterfly
computation.
Each task loads 64 data in the following way: Suppose
that the task is the ith one in stage j. The thread will load
data0 ,...,data63 from the data array D where
datak = D[64j+1 × bi/64j c + i mod 64j + k × 64j ]
3 Without loss of generality, we assume that N is a power of two because
an input size can always be adjusted to a power of two by appending enough
amount of zero data.

Algorithm 2: The pseudo code of the fine-grain 64point FFT algorithm
input : Array D with input data
Array W with pre-computed twiddle factors
output: Array D with final results
Data: Q is a codelet pool that stores all the ready
codelets
cnt is a 2-D array that counts the satisfied
dependency of each codelet
PSEUDO CODE:
Bit_reversal(D) in parallel;
N ←D.length;
last stage ←dlog2 N/6e − 1;
for t id = 0 to N/64 - 1 do Q ← Q ∪ {(0, t id)};
for each element e of cnt do e←0;
while Q 6= ∅ in parallel do
(stage, t id)←Q.pop();
if stage 6= last stage then
FFT_64p_kernel(D,W,stage,t id);
for child=0 to 63 do
child id=Get_child_id(t id,child);
cnt[stage + 1, child id] + +;
if cnt[stage+1,child id] == 64 then
Q←Q ∪ {(stage + 1, child id)};
else
FFT_last_stage_kernel(D,W,stage,t id);

Moreover, the task also loads twiddle factors for each level of
the FFT computation. At level l, the mth butterfly computation
needs the twiddle factor
ωlm = W [m mod 2l × 2log2 N −l−1 ]
2) Fine-Grain Algorithm: In the coarse-grain FFT algorithm, each task only needs 64 data and 63 pre-computed
twiddle factors as input. The 64 inputs are provided by the 64
parent tasks in the prior stage. This implies that the barriers in
the coarse-grain FFT algorithm may be removed. For example,
a task in stage 1 can start as long as its 64 parent tasks in stage
0 have finished. It does not care about the completion of other
tasks in stage 0. Based on this observation, we propose the
fine-grain FFT algorithm as shown in Alg. 2. In the algorithm,
the two for loops preceding the while loop take insignificant
execution time. So we execute them sequentially.
We use the codelet model to represent the fine-grain
FFT algorithm. As expressed in the model, each task in the
coarse-grain FFT algorithm is a codelet in the fine-grain FFT
algorithm. Each codelet is assigned a counter to count the
number of dependencies that have been satisfied. There is
a concurrent codelet pool to store all the codelets that have
satisfied all the dependencies. Initially, the codelets in stage 0
are all in the pool because their input data are ready. During the
execution, once a thread completes a codelet, it will increase
the dependency counters of all the children of the codelet. The
child codelet that reaches 64 on its counter becomes ready
and will be put into the codelet pool. The thread will then
take the next codelet from the codelet pool. The algorithm
terminates when the codelet pool becomes empty and all the

threads complete their work. In practice, we found that this
termination condition guarantees balanced workload as long
as the total number of codelets are much larger than the total
number of threads.
Let the parent codelet be the ith codelet in stage j, and its
kth child be the lth codelet in stage j + 1, then
l=b

i
c × 64j+1 + i mod 64j+1 mod 64j + k × 64j
64j+1

In practice, we observe that every 64 children codelets
share the same 64 parent codelets. That is, if codelets
A0,. . . ,A63 are the 64 parent codelets of codelet B0, then
there will be another 63 codelets B1,. . . ,B63 whose parents
are also A0,. . . ,A63. For example, the 80th codelet in stage
3 is the 0th child of its 64 parent codelets in stage 2 if we
apply j = 2, k = 0 and the following i to the above formula.
The t id (or i in the above formula) of its 64 parents are
80 + 4096 × m where m = 0, 1, . . . , 63. Using the above
formula again, we can verify that the 4176th codelet in stage
3 is the next child of the same 64 parent codelets by applying
j = 2, k = 1, and l = 4176. Therefore, every 64 codelets may
share a counter. In our implementation, the sharing greatly
reduces the overhead of updating and checking the counters,
as well as the storage requirement.
In the fine-grain FFT algorithm, codelet scheduling doesn’t
have to follow stage order as long as data dependencies
are respected. Since the codelets in early stages have heavy
memory contention on bank 0, executing them later reduces
the bandwidth requirement on bank 0 and improves the overall
memory throughput.
3) Guided Fine-Grain Algorithm: Following the codelet
execution model, the fine-grain FFT algorithm is determinate
(see Section III-C3). However, the execution order of the
codelets may be various in different runs. Both the initial
arrangement of the codelets in the codelet pool and the
execution speed of the codelets may affect the execution order.
A good execution order may achieve more balanced memory
accesses to the off-chip memory banks than a bad one. So an
interesting question is how to guarantee a good execution order
of the codelets. In this section, we discuss a guided approach
to achieve the goal.
A good execution order implies more balanced access rates
across the DRAM ports. Since only the codelets in the last
few stages (especially the last stage) have a balanced workload to the off-chip memory banks, a good execution order
should execute those codelets as early as possible. However,
those late-stage codelets cannot be executed too early because
they depend on the completion of many parent and ancestor
codelets. On the other hand, the codelets in early stages have
little chance to be executed very late. For example, a codelet
c in stage 0 is an ancestor of all the codelets in the last stage.
Therefore, c has no chance to be executed last since many
other codelets directly or indirectly depend on its completion.
Based on the above observation, we propose a guided finegrain approach. We first partition the stages into two parts: We
choose an integer i. Stages 0 to i are called early stages and
the rest are called late stages. Then we apply two steps of the
fine-grain FFT algorithm. The first step completes the codelets
in the early stages. Then all the threads wait for a barrier

Algorithm 3: The pseudo code of the guided fine-grain
64-Point FFT algorithm
input : Array D with input data
Array W with pre-computed twiddle factors
output: Array D with final results
Data: Q is a concurrent LIFO codelet pool that stores
all the ready codelets
cnt is a 2-D array that counts the satisfied
dependency of each codelet
PSEUDO CODE:
Bit_reversal(D) in parallel;
last stage ←dlog2 N/6e − 1;
last early stage←last stage − 2;
for t id = 0 to N/64 - 1 do Q ← Q ∪ {(0, t id)};
for each element e of cnt do e←0;
while Q 6= ∅ in parallel do
(stage, t id)←Q.pop();
FFT_64p_kernel(D,W,stage,t id);
if stage 6= last early stage then
for child=0 to 63 do
child id=Get_child_id(t id,child);
cnt[stage + 1, child id] + +;
if cnt[stage+1,child id] == 64 then
Q←Q ∪ {(stage + 1, child id)};
barrier;
for every 64 codelets t id0 ,...t id63 of (last stage - 1)
that have the same child codelets do
Q ← Q ∪ {(last stage −
1, t id0 ), ..., (last stage − 1, t id63 };
for each element e of cnt do e←0;
while Q 6= ∅ in parallel do
(stage, t id)←Q.pop();
if stage 6= last stage then
FFT_64p_kernel(D,W,stage,t id);
for child=0 to 63 do
child id=Get_child_id(t id,child);
cnt[stage + 1, child id] + +;
if cnt[stage+1,child id] == 64 then
Q←Q ∪ {(stage + 1, child id)};
else
FFT_last_stage_kernel(D,W,stage,t id);

Fig. 6: Access rates of the 4 off-chip memory banks in the fine-grain
FFT algorithm with randomized twiddle factor addresses. Using the
hash function, all banks are accessed in a uniform manner.

B. Using a Hash Function to Randomize Bank Accesses in
DRAM
An alternative technique to reduce the memory contention
is to randomize the memory addresses of the elements in the
twiddle factor array W . The randomization can be achieved
by a perfect hash function
f :X→X
where X = {0, 1, ..., M − 1} and M is the total number of
elements in W . Now the ith element of W will be stored in
W [f (i)]. In such a way, the addresses of all the elements in
W are randomized. The accesses to them have the balanced
workload on the four off-chip memory banks.
In practice, a perfect hash function is too expensive to
implement. Instead, we use the bit reversal function BR to
replace f . Let i = (b0 b1 ...bk )2 , then BR is defined as follows:
BR(i) = (bk ...b1 b0 )2
We choose bit reversal as the hash function because it is
supported by hardware instructions on C64.
Fig. 6 shows the access rates of the 4 off-chip memory
banks after the randomization of the twiddle factor addresses
with the bit reversal function. We can see that the memory
accesses on the four memory banks are balanced. However, it
does not mean that the address randomization approach always
achieves better performance due to the overhead of the hash
function. The detailed experimental results will be explained
in Section V .
V.

to ensure the completion of all those codelets. In the second
step, we use a last-in-first-out (LIFO) codelet pool to store
the codelets of stage i + 1 with a properly designed order that
helps the codelets in the last stage to satisfy their dependencies
as soon as possible. In such a way, the codelets in the last
stage have higher chance to be executed earlier. It improves
the memory access balance on the four off-chip memory banks.
Alg. 3 shows our guided approach with the selection of the
last two stages as the late stage. We execute the short for
loops sequentially as in Alg. 2 because they take insignificant
execution time.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

This section reports our experimental results, observations,
and analyses on various FFT algorithms that are introduced in
Section IV .
A. Task Size and Theoretical Peak Performance
In this section, we calculate the theoretical peak performance of the FFT application on the C64 chip. We assume that
the input data size is large. So both the data array and twiddle
factor array are located in the off-chip memory. The task (or
codelet) size affects the theoretical peak performance because
larger size has less amount of off-chip memory accesses. We

TABLE I: Description of the various methods used to perform FFT
on C64. fine best and fine worst are results reported for
the fine algorithm. Other results are named after the algorithm
described in the right hand side column.
Name
coarse
coarse hash

Fig. 7: The best performance of the fine-grain FFT algorithm
for 156 threads units running in parallel and a global input data
set of 219 . 64-point FFT codelets perform best. The X axis
shows the number of data points given as input to each codelet.
The Y axis features the resulting performance (in GFLOPS).

fine worst
fine best
fine hash
fine guided

choose 64 as the task (or codelet) size because a size over 64
may need too much on-chip space and exceed the scratchpad
limit.
Fig. 7 shows the best performance of the fine-grain FFT
algorithm under various codelet sizes. As we expected, 64point FFT outperforms the algorithms with smaller codelet
sizes.
The theoretical peak performance can be calculated as
follows:
# of f loating point operations
peak =
theoretical exectime
5 × N × log2 N
=
(1)
exectime per task × # of tasks

# of tasks

=

exectime per task

=

log2 N
N
×d
e
(2)
64
log2 64
(64 + 64 + 63) × 16Bytes
(3)
DRAM bandwidth

where N is the total number of data elements. To simplify
the computation, we remove the ceiling function in (2). The
removal does not reduce the theoretical peak performance
because it will decrease the denominator in (1). Equation
(3) is calculated as follows: Each task needs to load 64
elements from the data array, load 63 elements from the
twiddle factor array, and store 64 elements to the data array.
Each element takes 16 bytes because it is a double-precision
complex number. When we assume that the off-chip memory
is fully busy, we get the best execution time of a task as
shown in (3). The DRAM bandwidth on C64 is 16 GB/sec
as shown in [23], [24]. So we get the following theoretical
peak performance from (1), (2), and (3).

B. Experimental Setup
We implement FFT on the FAST simulator [11] which is a
functionally-accurate simulator. It models the memory hierarchy of the C64 architecture, including the latencies and bandwidth of each memory segment. The input data are doubleprecision complex numbers and put into off-chip DRAM. The
twiddle factors are pre-computed and stored in DRAM as well.
We choose 64 as task size and vary input size from 215 to
222 using 156 threads. Besides, 20, 40, . . . , 140, 156 threads
are used to run 219 as the input size. We use 156 of the 160
threads because the remaining 4 thread units are reserved for
the OS kernel.
In the experiments, we tested 5 versions of the FFT
algorithms, and we report their results using 6 types of results.
They are described in Table I: coarse, coarse hash,
fine (divided between fine worst and fine best),
fine hash and fine guided. In the fine-grain algorithm,
we found that the initial order of the ready codelets in the
concurrent pool may affect the performance a lot. So we
show both the worst case and the best case of the fine-grain
algorithm in Fig. 8 and 9 as fine worst and fine best,
respectively.
C. Major Observations
From our experimental results, we made the following
major observations:
1)

2)
peak

5 × N × log2 N × 64 × 6 × 16G
N × log2 N × (64 + 64 + 63) × 16
= 10 GF LOP S
=

3)
(4)

As shown in (4), the theoretical peak performance of the
FFT algorithm on C64 is 10 GFLOPS when the data array and
twiddle factor array are located in the off-chip memory.

Description
Coarse-grain synchronization (see Section
IV-A1)
Coarse-grain synchronization with hashed
twiddle factor array (see Section IV-B)
Worst execution time for fine-grain
synchronization (see Section IV-A2)
Best execution time for fine-grain
synchronization (see Section IV-A2)
Fine-grain synchronization with hashed
twiddle factor array (see Section IV-B)
Guided fine-grain synchronization (see
Section IV-A3)

The performance of fine best, fine hash, and
fine guided are close and outperforms coarse,
coarse hash and fine worst which also perform close;
fine best performs the best and coarse hash
performs the worst;
When the input data size is small, fine hash
outperforms fine guided. However, when input
data size is large, fine guided outperforms fine
hash.

The detailed results and analyses are explained in the
following sections.

Fig. 8: Performance of 5 versions of FFT algorithms on C64.
The X axis shows the various input sizes fed to FFT. The Y
axis features the resulting performance (in GFLOPS). Higher
is better.

Fig. 9: Performance of 5 versions of FFT algorithms on C64
for an input size of 219 data elements and 64-point butterfly
codelets. The X axis represents the number of thread units
used in the computation. The Y axis features the resulting
performance (in GFLOPS). Higher is better.

D. Performance of the Various FFT Algorithms
almost perfect balanced workload. However, it does
not outperform fine guided due to the overhead
of the hash function.

Fig. 8 shows the performance of the 5 versions when
the input data size varies from 215 to 222 . From Fig. 8, we
observed that:
1)

2)

3)

fine guided always performs between fine
best and fine worst and close to fine best.
This is because fine guided takes advantage of
a proper codelet execution order that improves the
memory access balance.
fine hash performs better than fine guided
when the data input size is small. For example, when
the data input size is 218 , fine hash is 7% faster
than fine guided. However, when the data size
increases the fine guided becomes faster (e.g.,
1% faster for 222 input size) than fine hash.
This is because the overhead of the bit reversal
function increases on larger input sizes due to the
work of handling more bits for each element. So our
conjecture is that the performance gap between the
fine guided and the fine hash will increase
as the input data set gets higher. However, we are
unable to test larger input sizes due to the time it
takes to run our program on the simulator.
coarse hash always performs the worst, because
of the combined overheads of the hash function and
of the barrier which lead to unnecessary stalls in the
codelet execution.

E. Scalability and Speedup
Fig. 9 shows the performance of the 5 versions of FFT
algorithms on various number of working thread units. We
tested from 20 to 156 thread units on the data input size 219 .
We do not test with fewer than 20 threads units or with larger
input sizes due to the limitations of real-life execution time
when using the simulator. From the figure we can see that:
•

The fine hash and fine guided scale better than the other algorithms. They reach near linear speedup in our tests. fine hash and fine
guided perform almost the same, with less than 1%
difference. This is because both of the algorithms have
more balanced workloads on the off-chip memory
banks than the others. In fact, fine hash has an

•

coarse and coarse hash perform worst. For
example, fine guided is about 46% faster than
coarse whatever number of thread units we use.
The reason are analyzed in Section IV-A1 and Section IV-B. coarse suffers from memory contention
on bank 0 in the early stages of the computation.
coarse hash, however, suffers from the overhead
of the hash function computation. Moreover, both
algorithms suffer from the overhead of the barriers.

•

fine exhibits unstable performance. When we exchange the initial order of the codelets, the performance fluctuates a lot. We found that fine best
reaches more or less the same performance as fine
hash and fine guided. Moreover, fine worst
has more or less the same performance as coarse
and coarse hash. This is because the different
initial order affects the workload balance of the offchip memory banks.
VI.

R ELATED W ORK

Efficiently computing FFT has been studied extensively in
the past, both for sequential and parallel computations. One
of the most famous works on this topic is FFTW [20]–[22]. It
features a planner to decompose a (possibly multi-dimensional)
FFT computation in a cache-oblivious (and architecture independent) way.
FFTW decomposes a given FFT computation into
fragments called codelets. An FFTW codelet is some
generated straight-line code which performs a specific
fragment of an overall FFT computation. Hence, in FFTW
linguo, codelets can perform real-inputs-only or complexinput-only FFTs, etc. However it is important to note that
while the name is identical, the specification of what is a
codelet differs from ours. Codelets, in the context of FFTW
are units of work to perform FFT computations. As explained
in section III-C, the codelets of the codelet execution
model are dataflow-inspired: they obey specific rules to start
executing, such as readiness of data, and explicitly define data

dependencies between themselves.
Other work also includes autotuning libraries such as
UHFFT [3], [34] which reuses some techniques demonstrated
in FFTW, and attempt to provide the best plan scheduling
for multi-core systems. Of note is also PFFT [39] which uses
FFTW as a core library, but enables the computation to run
on large-scale systems.
Choi et al. demonstrate how a careful FFT algorithm,
coupled with a specific multi-core architecture (using simple
SIMD processing element arrays) can lead to better efficiency
both for energy and performance [12]. Takahashi describes
how to combine SIMD instructions with blocking on general
purpose multi-core processors for 2D FFT by alternating
transpose phases with computation phases [44]. Spiral is
a digital signal processing program generator [19]. This
framework performs code generation based on a domainspecific language for DSPs, and performs the appropriate C
code generation according to the properties of the transforms
described in the DSL: loop interchange, unrolling, etc. Spiral
was extended to deal with FFT on multi-core systems and
provide better work load-balancing and reduce false-sharing.
Additional research on FFT was applied to networkon-chips (NoC). Bahn compares the reference parallel FFT
algorithm to two new algorithms applied to NoCs organized
as a mesh-of-processing-elements [5]. Their study documents
very well the requirements for work load-balancing on
massively parallel chips. Mattson ports several compute and
memory intensive kernels on Intel’s experimental Terascale
chip–among them, FFT [32]. However, due to architectural
constraints (limited branching and indexing), the CooleyTukey algorithm was not chosen for their implementation.
They instead chose the Pease FFT algorithm, which features
fixed memory access patterns and lends itself well to systolic
arrays–and therefore to mesh-like configurations.
As general purpose GPU (GPGPU) computing started
to rise a few years ago, extensive research also looked into
applying FFT to GPUs. Moreland showed early results of FFT
computations on GPGPUs [35] (before the advent of Cuda
and OpenCL). Because GPUs were still very constrained
at the time, the study was done on single-precision values.
Moreland uses classical techniques such as preliminary
bit-reversal (also described by [11] and shown as the first step
of a butterfly computation in Fig. 4) to reduce memory copies
among the butterfly computations, frequency compression,
etc. More recently, Volkov has shown how modern GPUs
can be exploited to run FFT computations [47]. Volkov
identifies a limitation of the G80 architecture: the bandwidth
of non unit-stride memory accesses is significantly lower
than than unit-stride ones. They evoke the possibility to
perform additional reshufflings to circumvent this problem
but did not implement it for their research (they instead laid
the memory for FFT in a specific, predetermined order).
Following their work on UHFFT, Franchetti et al. provided
an overview of performing FFT computation on various multi
and many-core architectures, including GPUs, FPGAs, and
generic purpose multi-core systems [18]. Among other things,
they use a different machine model for the GPUs/FPGAs

than generic SMP/CMP systems. Lloyd and Govindaraju
applied the radix-2 Stockham algorithm (which avoids the
bit reversal preliminary stage of FFT) on GPUs [26], [30].
Garland et al. describe their implementation of various
computation-intensive kernels, including FFT, on Cuda [25].
Dotsenko et al. propose an auto-tuning library on GPUs for
generic FFT computations [16].
In a way closer to the C64 is the Cell Broad Engine hybrid
multi-core microprocessor. Several efforts were produced to
port FFT on Cell [4], [7], [13], [28]. Bader et al. implemented
FFT on IBM Cell BE by applying barriers at every stage [4].
The Cell/B.E. architecture has many common features with
C64–among them, the use of a scratchpad for SPEs. However,
some fundamental differences (such as the availability of
a DMA engine for the Cell/B.E.) make the methodology
to perform computations on those two architectures very
different.
FFT computations were also performed on FPGA systems
[8], [27]. The implementations have notable differences, as
the size of words is not necessarily comparable to the work
presented in this paper (e.g. 16-bit words for Kamalizad’s
work [27]).
Whether they target small-scale multi-core systems (FFTW,
UHFFT, FFTC) or large-scale ones (PFFT, Bahn’s work for
instance, or work on GPUs), the authors of these works rely
on statically scheduling the units of work on a given machine,
while trying to reduce the synchronization overhead. However,
they still rely on coarse-grain synchronization (barriers) to go
from one stage of the FFT to the other.
By contrast, the work described in this paper achieves
high performance thanks to the dataflow-inspired semantics
provided by the codelet model w.r.t. data availability, as well
as a careful expression of data dependencies between 64-point
butterfly computations. This in turn means using fine-grain
synchronization instead of barriers on top of the dynamic
scheduling scheme used at run-time.
The work that is most related to ours was performed by
Saybasili [42] and Thulasiraman [46]. Saybasili et al. show
how to efficiently port the radix-2 Cooley-Tukey algorithm
on the heavily threaded XMT processor. The XMT proposes
a hardware randomized address space, which is similar to
our (software) hash-based implementation to access twiddle
factors, but is applied to the whole system. The XMT’s
memory subsystem allows for a balanced workload, and thus
a high throughput. Their algorithm is a fine-grain approach in
the sense that it has 2-level parallelism. That is, the algorithm
applies parallel 1-D FFT computation on every dimension of
the 2-D data. However, their parallel 1-D FFT computation
still needs barriers at the end of every stage. Our algorithm is
more fine-grain because barriers between stages are eliminated
by dataflow-driven synchronization.
It is worth noting that, at the time it was written, the XMT
was implemented on an FPGA system, and was unable to
perform floating-point operations, forcing the authors to use
fixed-point arithmetic, which skews the comparison a bit, as

extra computations are required in the case of the XMT. Also,
the implementation only considers on-chip performance.
Thulasiraman et al. compare fine-grain methodologies to
express FFT algorithms using the EARTH model [45], the
ancestor of the codelet model [49]. The major difference of
the two approaches: Receive-Initiated and Sender-Initiated in
[45] is the direction to establish dependency. However, both
algorithms can only propagate one level at a time which is
the same as our algorithm when task size is two. Due to
the multi-level propagation in our algorithm, it saves remote
accesses between two adjacent levels. Our own work not
only guarantees good workload-balancing, but also efficient
memory access balancing.
Finally, Long Chen’s work on 8-point FFT butterflies has
already been discussed in Section III-B. The main differences
are that we extended Chen’s work to 64-point butterflies using
C64’s scratchpad memory, and that our work reports performance for off-chip memory accesses. Finally, our approach
uses fine-grain synchronization.
VII.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we use FFT as a case study to show the
advantage of fine-grain execution models. We found that these
models (such as the codelet model) allow for more freedom
to reorder the execution of tasks than coarse-grain execution
models. Since each task may have a different workload on
the memory bandwidth, the freedom of reordering enables the
system to better balance the memory bandwidth usage required
by the running application. We designed and implemented
a fine-grain FFT algorithm with a heuristic guidance of the
execution order of the codelets to achieve good utilization
of the memory bandwidth on the IBM Cyclops-64 many-core
architecture. We show that our algorithm improves up to 46%
performance comparing to a state-of-the-art implementation on
the same system.
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